DELIVERING A STREAMLINED PROCUCE TO PAY SOLUTION

SAP Ariba® and American Express® have partnered to offer a streamlined procure to pay solution, leveraging the depth of Ariba Network with the control and efficiencies of American Express virtual Card payments. The integrated solution simplifies payment and reconciliation for buyers and suppliers on Ariba Network.

Financial Benefits
Buyers can take advantage of their billing cycle with American Express to utilize that cash on hand for their business until Card payment is due. Suppliers are paid on an approved invoice, enabling faster cash collection with less risk.

Benefit Your Suppliers
Suppliers on Ariba Network can receive payments sooner (depending on buyer instructions), reduce fraud exposure with virtual Card payments, and view payment status anytime within the SAP Ariba platform.

Improved Reconciliation Process
American Express transactional data is captured and matched to Ariba Network transactional data, for rich remittance detail. Virtual Card payments have embedded controls corresponding to the approved payment amount, timing, and number of invoices, reducing the risk of fraud and expediting the accounts receivable process. The one-time use virtual Card number enhances security.

Operational Efficiencies
The solution enables straight through processing for suppliers and reduces payment status inquiries with an integrated solution on Ariba Network.

Learn more about our financial ecosystem partners at ariba.com or contact your customer engagement executive.